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Abstract: In the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, companies are focusing on securing artificial
intelligence (AI) technology to enhance their competitiveness via machine learning, which is the core
technology of AI, and to allow computers to acquire a high level of quality data through self-learning.
Securing good-quality big data is becoming a very important asset for companies to enhance their
competitiveness. The volume of digital information is expected to grow rapidly around the world,
reaching 90 zettabytes (ZB) by 2020. It is very meaningful to present the value quality index on
each data attribute as it may be desirable to evaluate the data quality for a user with regard to
whether the data is suitable for use from the user’s point of view. As a result, this allows the user to
determine whether they would take the data or not based on the data quality index. In this study,
we propose a quality index calculation model with structured and unstructured data, as well as a
calculation method for the attribute value quality index (AVQI) and the structured data value quality
index (SDVQI).
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1. Introduction

In the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, more and more people and things are connected to
the internet, and big data are being produced explosively [1]. In order for industries to improve the
competitiveness of products and services, big data are explosively being produced and utilized, and
the government also encourages the creation of new job openings throughout the open and private
sectors, as well as the utilization of public data [2]. The amount of digital information produced
and circulated globally is expected to be 90 zettabytes in 2020 [1], and digital information in Korea
is expected to increase by an annual average of 57% [3,4]. Digital information can be classified into
unstructured data, such as image and voice, and structured data. Unstructured data account for an
overwhelming proportion of 92% of the total amount of information, and structured data account for
8% [3]. Companies are focusing on enhancing the competitiveness of products and services using
artificial intelligence (AI) technology, and machine learning, which is a core technology of artificial
intelligence (AI), is a way for computers to acquire high-level characteristics through self-learning data.
Securing high-quality big data is becoming an important asset to enhance corporate competitiveness.
Also, with the advancement of data technology, the value of data utilization becomes higher; thus,
systematic quality control is required. Until now, the quality control of data concentrated on structured
data, with a very weak demonstration for unstructured data. Therefore, it can be said that a systematic
study is needed to calculate the quality index of structured and unstructured data.
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Major companies around the world are focusing on securing artificial intelligence (AI) technology,
which is a core technology of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, to enhance competitiveness. Global
information technology (IT) companies such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and IBM are releasing AI
algorithms. The volume of digital information is rapidly increasing worldwide, data technology is
being developed further, and the value of using stereotyped and unstructured data is getting higher.
Companies are focusing on securing artificial intelligence to enhance their competitiveness. Machine
learning, which is a core technology of artificial intelligence technology, requires high-quality data in a
way that enables computers to acquire high-level characteristics through self-learning of data. Big data
that artificial intelligence can learn are exploding, but research on data profiling for securing reliable
and high-quality data is very lacking. In particular, it is very important to develop a data quality index
for evaluating data quality in digital information [3]. In this paper, we propose a research model for
calculating the quality index of fixed and unstructured data, and we derive attributes for data quality
diagnosis, calculate the data attribute value quality index, and calculate the data value quality index.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Structured Data Quality Factors

Data quality is defined as a level that can provide useful value to users by securing data accuracy,
interconnection, and up-to-date data [1,5]. In addition, it is defined as a level that can be continuously
satisfied for various purposes or for the satisfaction of users who utilize data [6,7]. Data quality
management refers to a series of activities performed to maximize user satisfaction by continuously
maintaining and improving the quality of data [5,8]. The data quality error rate is calculated by
applying the weight by area according to the importance of the value (70%), structure (20%), and
standard (10%) of the data in the public data quality management manual [8]. This study provides
seven big data quality indexes to measure the quality level of public institution data and 24 detailed
indexes which reflect the detailed characteristics by index [8,9]. The seven indexes are readiness,
completeness, consistency, accuracy, security, timeliness, and usability. Readiness is an index related to
the preparation of policies, organizations, and procedures for quality control of data and it measures
whether the data are faithfully managed with the latest contents. As a logical and physical structure in
establishing a database, completeness is an index that measures whether data are stored in accordance
with business requirements. Consistency is an index that measures whether data that have the same
meaning conform to the standard with a consistent name and format and whether data sharing
and linking remain consistent. Accuracy is an index that measures whether the stored data are in a
range and format of values that fit the defined criteria and whether the data reflect the most recent
value. Security is an index that measures whether data generation management subjects are managed
and whether the security measures such as data access management level, authority of data, and
encryption of important data are performed. Timeliness is an index that measures whether procedures
for collection, processing, and provision according to data requirements are managed based on the
level of response time, as well as on data requirements for the level being satisfied. Usability is an
index that measures the level of data that users are satisfied with, the level of their convenience when
accessing data, and whether they are working to improve the convenience of data usage. In a study
on the quality factor of big data, it was suggested that it is desirable to determine the quality of data
according to whether it is suitable for the purpose of use from the viewpoint of the user based on big
data processing technology [10]. In terms of users, data types are classified into intrinsic, accessibility,
contextual, and representational quality [10]. In order to secure data quality, it is said that the quality
factors should be defined in consideration of data values, business rules, data standards, data hierarchy,
and characteristics of industrial sites, and that continuous management is required through data
quality management infrastructure (tool/system), quality management policy, and organization [11].
This study aims to find the quality index centered with a data value which is relatively important for
big data quality measurement, which is rapidly increasing.
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2.2. Unstructured Data Quality Factors

Quality standards for unstructured data should be applied somewhat differently from quality
standards for structured data [3]. The types of unstructured target data refer to metadata, texts,
images, sounds, videos, three-dimensional (3D) data, geographic information system (GIS) data, aerial
photographs, weather satellite images, and cartographic satellite images, and the cases for classifying
the contents in terms of establishing a database are shown in Table 1 [3].

Table 1. Example of content classification.

Target Data Type Contents

Metadata DB form constructed from data having various information
about contents

Text
Direct input method DB type constructed by direct input of text
OCR conversion method DB form constructed by OCR conversion of characters

Chinese character data DB form constructed by inputting the data written only in Chinese
characters such as old documents and old books

Image DB form constructed through scanning or camera shooting
Sound DB form built by editing recording or holding tape

Video DB form built by editing shooting or holding data (reel tape, beta
tape, video tape)

3D
DB forms constructed from 3D data through image-based modeling
and rendering methods and 3D scanning for building images from
digital filming into 3D data

GIS DB format constructed by inputting scanning and attribute
information of a map that was already produced

Aerial photograph DB format constructed by recording filming information and spatial
information on film and photo data and aerial photos stored

Weather DB form constructed by converting past satellite raw data and earth
observation satellite binary data into standard format

Cartographic satellite pictures DB type constructed with numerical orthophotographic image data
by inputting attribute information to satellite photographs

The quality measurement for unstructured text was firstly considered for the target and scope
of quality measurement, and the selection of measurement criteria for quality measurement, as well
as the corresponding measurement items and contents, was arranged using a checklist [3,12]. It was
used directly for quality measurement by checking the measurement contents recorded in the checklist
of quality measurement [3]. The definition of quality criteria for unstructured text can be defined
and used according to the purpose of use by the organization, company, or institution [3]. The scope
of selection of quality measurement standards can be different based on the quality control policy
and direction, and a clear direction should be defined according to the long-term vision and purpose
when establishing the quality diagnosis plan, allowing the measurement criteria to be selected [3]. The
method of defining the weights among the measurement criteria by calculating the importance of
the unstructured text quality measurements may be done using a predefined method or an ad hoc
method. The predefined method selects importance based on the matching measurement standard
considering the object, the purpose of use, and the purpose of diagnosis to be diagnosed. The ad
hoc method quantitatively calculates a weight between measurement standards through a statistical
analysis method, so as to calculate a separate importance factor as it is not predefined.

2.3. Data Quality Diagnosis

Profiling is the estimation of potential error data through the analysis of data statistics and
patterns [8,13,14]. Data profiling techniques are largely classified into column profiling, single-table
profiling, and cross-table profiling techniques [8]. This study mainly uses column and single-table
profiling techniques. Data profiling is a core function of data quality diagnosis and allows performing
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technical analysis of data values and structure. The profiling function includes analysis functions
such as column analysis, date analysis, code analysis, referential integrity analysis, and pattern
analysis [8,15–17]. The scope of the profiling defines the detailed functions in consideration of the type
of data, the level of data quality control, and the goals [18]. The quality diagnosis method is divided
into profiling, checklist (interview or questionnaire), business rule diagnosis, and unstructured survey,
and Table 2 shows the methods of quality diagnosis of data value and unstructured data [8].

Table 2. Quality diagnosis methods.

Quality Diagnosis Method Method Explanation

Value diagnostic profiling

# The method to analyze the data value error itself, such as the
validity and accuracy of the data value
- Diagnosis centered on the accuracy of data values through column
analysis, date analysis, pattern analysis, and code analysis

Unstructured survey

# The method to diagnose the error of unstructured data, such as
documents, images, or videos, through a human’s manual
confirmation (actual measurement)
- Views information directly or manually checks the document
without separate tools

As big data are increasing explosively, it is hard for humans to diagnose data quality directly
through actual measurement. This study focuses on the improvement of data value diagnostic profiling
and the unstructured test method.

2.3.1. Calculation of Data Quality Errors

The value which diagnoses the quality level of the database is diagnosed from the viewpoint of
data value, structure, and standardization, and the result is formulated and quantified as the data
quality error rate [8]. Equation (1) is a calculation formula that applies a weight to the data value,
structure, and standardization, which are quality factors of the data quality error rate [8].

Quality error rate =
n∑

i=1

(Ei ×Wi), (1)

where E is the error rate per quality factor, and W is the weight per quality factor. Value (accuracy)
error rate (E1) refers to error level for the value of data. Structure (completeness) error rate (E2) refers
to the degree that the structure of a database is not faithful. Normalization (consistency) error rate (E3)
refers to the degree to which the conformity to a database standard is insufficient. The weight of value
(W1), weight of structure (W2), and weight of normalization (W3) are 0.7, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively [8].

Value (accuracy) error rate (%) = E1 =

∑n
i=1 ei∑n
i=1 si

× 100, (2)

where i is a value diagnostic item, s is the number of total data, and e is the number of error data.

Structure (completeness) error rate (%) = E2 =
1
n
×

n∑
i=1

ei, (3)

where n is the number of structural diagnosis items, i is the structural diagnosis item, and e is the error
rate of each structural diagnosis item.

Normalization (consistency) error rate (%) = E3 =
1
n
×

n∑
i=1

ei, (4)
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where n is the number of standard diagnostic items, i is the standard diagnostic item, and e is the
error rate per standard diagnostic item. Equations (2)–(4) show the calculation formulas of the value,
structure, and normalization error rates (%). The calculation standard of the database quality diagnosis
error data for structured data is defined; however, the target attribute in principle performs data quality
diagnosis for all attributes. Also, for unstructured data, the performer should carry out data value
quality diagnosis through actual measurement. The value (accuracy) error rate calculation method is
an inefficient method for massive data profiling.

2.3.2. Attribute Extraction Using Geometric Mean

In order to extract the attributes for big data quality diagnosis, it was confirmed that attribute
extraction can be performed using a more scientific method, rather than using the subjective judgment
of the performer, in a study featuring the attribute extraction model with the geometric mean [1].

Attribute extraction model = n

√√√ n∏
ai∈ S

(aiw+aic), (5)

where S 3 {a1, a2, . . . , an}, n is the number of attribute selected among S’ set, ai is i-th attribute, aiw is
ith attribute weight, and aic is ith attribute correction value. However, for data attribute extraction, this
study performed data profiling by targeting the attributes of numerical, categorical, and date types of
structured data. The standard for data attribute extraction is shown in Table 3 [1].

Table 3. Attribute weight extraction criteria. NA—not available.

Data Type Weight Applying Criteria Weight

All data types Missing value (NA) > 0 0.1
Integer or numeric Near-zero variance (0) 0.1
Integer or numeric Standard deviation (SD) ≥ 100 0.1
Integer or numeric Outlier Bonferroni p < 0.05 0.1

Factor Space > 0 0.1
Date (Last date − first date) > (current date − first date) 0.1

The attribute correction value extraction criteria for data attribute extraction are shown in
Table 4 [1,19,20].

Table 4. Attribute correction value extraction criteria.

Data Type Criteria Applying Attribute Correction Value Correction Value

All data types The number of missing values (NA) is more than 1% 0.1
Integer or numeric Outlier Bonferroni p ≤ 0.00001 0.1

This study confirmed that the attribute extraction method using geometric mean is superior to the
value (accuracy) error rate method [1]. Only the attribute extraction method for data quality diagnosis
is suggested, and the attribute value quality index and the value quality index of the data profiling
target table cannot be presented. This study proposes a method to calculate the quality index of the
structured data attribute value quality index and the target table.

2.3.3. Data Quality Diagnostic Comparison

The calculation method of data quality error performs data profiling on all tables of the database
and all attributes of each table in order to calculate a data quality error rate (quality error rate) of the
database. The attribute extraction method using the geometric mean extracts an attribute with error
possibility and performs data profiling targeting the extracted attribute. Table 5 shows a comparison of
data quality diagnostic methods when targeting a single table.
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Table 5. Comparison of data quality diagnostic methods.

Division Data Quality Error Calculation Attribute Extraction Using
Geometric Means

Quality diagnosis
method

In principle, data profiling is
performed for all attributes, and, in
some cases, target attributes are
selected according to the subjective
judgment of the person who performs
data profiling.

Data profiling is performed targeting
the attributes derived from the
attribute extraction model.

Advantages
By performing data profiling targeting
all attributes, you can explore the data
value characteristics of each attribute.

This can be done for attributes that
possibly have errors, and only those
attributes that possibly have errors
can be selected depending on
attribute weights.

Disadvantages

It is inefficient because it takes a long
time when there is a lot of data as it is
performed for all attributes.
Depending on the subjective judgment
of the performer, the data quality
diagnosis result may be different.

Using the attribute extraction model,
it is possible to select an attribute with
a high probability of error according
to the attribute weight, but it cannot
determine the degree of data value
quality for each attribute.

As can be seen from Table 5, the extraction method using geometric mean is more scientific
and shows better performance [1]. However, attribute extraction using the geometric mean has a
disadvantage in that it is not possible to determine the degree of data value quality for each attribute.
Thus, it was judged that, if this method was complemented, it could be helpful to perform data profiling
more promptly.

2.4. Feature Scaling

Feature scaling means normalizing the distribution of variable values [21,22]. Normalization
involves subtracting the average of the data from the variable or dividing the variable by the standard
deviation of the total data, so that the average of the values is zero and the degree of distribution of the
values is also constant. The Z-score was used for data normalization, where Z-score is defined as the
distance of standard deviation (s) from the average (x) [23], as shown in Equation (6).

Zi =
xi − x

s
, (6)

where Zi is i-th Z-score, and xi is i-th variable value. This study uses the scale () function provided in R
package for Z-score calculation [21,24].

2.5. Research Model

2.5.1. Research Model for Data Quality Index Calculation

This study used the numerical, date, and categorical data attributes for structured data, and
text data for unstructured data in order to calculate the data quality index. In order to calculate the
value quality index of the structured data, this study analyzed descriptive statistics, missing values,
and outliers, and used the term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and neural network
technique Word2vec to calculate the quality index of the unstructured data. The data profiling model
using a neural network and statistical analysis (DPNS), which can calculate the data quality index, is
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Data profiling model using a neural network and statistical analysis (DPNS).

In this study, a structured data attribute value quality index was calculated, and a data profiling
target attribute was derived using the calculated attribute value quality index. In addition, the value
quality index of structured data using the data attribute value quality index was calculated.

2.5.2. Data Analysis Methods for Model Development

The data analysis methodology includes Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) and CRISP-DM
(CRSS Industrial Standard Process for Data Mining) [25]. In this study, the existing methodology
was customized. The big data analysis methodology of Korea Data Agency (KDA) is a hierarchical
process model with three phases: Phase, Task, and step. The top level consists of analysis planning,
data preparation, data analysis, system implementation, evaluation, and deployment [26]. Analysis
planning is a step in understanding the business, identifying the problems of the domain, and
determining the scope of the project. Data preparation is the step of preparing the datasets necessary
for data analysis to develop models that reflect business requirements. Data analysis is the step of
analyzing the data to achieve the goals established in the analysis planning stage using the fixed and
unstructured data. System implementation is the step of implementing the results of exploratory data
analysis or data analysis model as a system. The evaluation and deployment steps assess whether the
objectives of the analysis planning phase are met, and they end the big data analysis project. KDD is a
data mining methodology for discovering knowledge in a database. It is composed of data selection,
data preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and interpreting/evaluation [27]. CRISP-DM is
a hierarchical data mining methodology developed by many companies including Teradata, NCR,
SPSS, and Daimler AG, which started in 1996 in the European Union ESPRIT project [28]. CRISP-DM
consists of business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation,
and deployment stages. Currently, many companies implement big data analysis methodology.
The methodology applied to this study was customized to suit the data profiling of the big data
analysis methodology, KDD, and CRISP-DM methodology of KDA. The methodology consisted of
data preparation, data refining, modeling, and model evaluation, as shown in Figure 2.
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2.5.3. Data Value Quality Index Calculation Model

Outlier refers to a value apart from other observation values [26,29], and, in the case of ±3 standard
deviations, it is regarded as an extreme value [30]. This study used it to diagnose the data quality of
numerical, date, and categorical data types. A flowchart for extracting attributes of the data value
quality diagnosis target is shown in Figure 3.
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The attribute quality index calculation standard is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Calculation criteria of attribute quality index.

Data Type Measurement
Item (k)

Attribute Quality Index Applying
Criteria (β) Weight (α)

Numeric,
date,

categorical date
Missing value

Missing value = 0 0.0
0 < Missing value ≤ 5% 1.2

5% < Number of missing values ≤ 15% 1.5
Number of missing values > 15% 2.0

Number,
number categorical Outlier

Z-score ≤ | 2 | 0.0
| 2 | < Z-score ≤ | 3 | 1.2
| 3 | < Z-score ≤ | 4 | 1.5

Z-score > | 4 | 2.0
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The calculation formula of the attribute value quality index (AVQI) of the i-th attribute in the data
table is expressed by Equation (7).

AVQIi =

∣∣∣∣∣∣1−
∑n

k=1 Xk∑n
k=1 Yk

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (7)

where i is i-th attribute of the data table, k is a measurement item, n is the number of measurement
items, Xk is the value multiplied by weight (α) corresponding to the standard for applying the attribute
quality index of the k-th measurement item, and Yk is the number of records whose weight (α) of
measurement item (k) is more than 0.0 (but, the AVQI of the attribute is 0.0, in the case of not having
the number of records falling on the standard for applying an attribute quality index other than whose
weight is 0.0).

Xk =
n∑
β=1

( number o f data extracted by β criteria × α), (8)

where β is the attribute quality index applying standard falling on the measurement item, and α is the
weight of the attribute quality index application criteria.

Yk =
n∑
β=1

( number o f data extracted β criteria ), (9)

where β standard record number is the record number in which the weight (α) of the attribute quality
index applying standard (β) is other than 0.0. The attribute value quality index (AVQI) becomes lower
in error as it approaches 0. The calculation formula for the structured data value quality index (SDVI)
is shown in Equation (10).

SDVQI =

∣∣∣∣∣∣1−
∑n

i=1 Bi∑n
i=1 Ai

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (10)

where i is the i-th attribute of the value quality index calculation target, n is the number of attributes
for calculating the value quality index, Bi is the value multiplied by weight (α) falling on the attribute
quality index applying standard (β) of the i-th attribute, and Ai is the number of records falling on the
attribute quality index applying standard (β) of the i-th attribute. The structured data value quality
index (SDVQI) becomes lower in error as it approaches 0.

3. Results

3.1. Data Collection and Analysis Method

For the performance evaluation, this study used the Delhi Weather dataset registered in Kaggle [31].
The Delhi Weather dataset includes a total of 20 attributes and uses the entire data (number of

records = 100,990). If you remove the datetime_utc attribute by separating the datetime_utc attribute
into date (_date) and time (_time) attributes, a total of 21 attributes remain. Based on the data
types classified in Table 7, the attributes of _conds, _heatindexm, _precipm, _wdire, _wqustm, and
_windchillm were excluded from the empirical study. For the empirical study, this study used R, a
data analysis tool.

3.2. Performance Evaluation Method

This study used the AVQI value derived from the attribute value quality index (AVQI) calculation
formula presented in the research model for performance evaluation and compared the attribute
results obtained using the attribute extraction method with the geometric mean. For the performance
comparison, the data quality efficiency measurement value (DQEM) was used, calculated as follows [1]:
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DQEM(%) =
(
1−

m
S

)
× 100 (11)

where S is the multiplication of the total number of attributes and the number of records, and m is the
multiplication of the number of attributes and the number of records derived from the research model.
The value of data quality efficiency measurement was excellent in terms of function as it was close to
100% [1]. For the performance evaluation, this study assumed the preconditions shown in Table 8.

Table 7. Collection data attributes.

Attribute Description Attribute Description

date_time_utc String _heatindexm String
_conds String _hum Numeric

_dewptm Numeric _precipm String
_fog Numeric _pressurem Numeric
_hail Numeric _rain Numeric

_snow Numeric _wdird Numeric
_tempm Numeric _wdire String
_thunder Numeric _wgustm String
_tornado Numeric _windchillm String

_vism Numeric _wspdm Numeric

Table 8. Performance evaluation prerequisites.

Division Precondition

Target data type Number, date, and attributes of categorical data type
(15 target attributes)

Attribute extraction using geometric mean All data attributes extracted by the attribute
extraction model

Data value quality index calculation model All data attributes with over 0 data attribute value
quality index (AVQI)

3.3. Results of Data Attribute Derivation Experiment

Experimental results obtained by the attribute extraction model using geometric mean are shown
in Table 9.

Table 9. Attribute extraction experiment result using geometric mean.

List of Extracted Data Attributes Experimental Result Value

_dewpm, _fog, _hail, _humure, _pressurem, _rain, _snow,
_tempm, _thunder, _tornado, _vism, _wdird, _wspdm 0.297

A total of 13 attribute lists were extracted using Equation (5), without extracted _date and _time
attributes. In the result calculated by the data value quality index calculation model, there were 13
attributes with AVQI values greater than 0.0, as shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Attribute extraction test results using data attribute value quality index (AVQI).

List of Extracted Data Attributes

_dewpm, _fog, _hail, _humure, _pressurem, _rain, _snow, _tempm, _thunder, _tornado, _vism,
_wdird, _wspdm

The data value quality index (AVQI) calculation results using the data value quality index
calculation model are shown in Table 11.
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Table 11. Attribute data quality index (AVQI) experiment result.

Division Attribute Quality Index
Applying Criteria (β)

Weight
(α) _Dewptm _Fog _Hail _Hum _Pressurem _Rain _Snow _Tempm _Thunder _Tornado _Vism _Wdird _Wspdm _Date _Time

Missing
value

Missing value = 0 0
0 < Missing value ≤ 5% 1.2 621 757 232 673 4428 2358

5% < Number of missing
value ≤ 15% 1.5 14,755

Number of missing
value > 15% 2

Outlier

Z-core ≤ | 2 | 0
| 2 | < Z-Score ≤ | 3 | 1.2 826 780 3080 9 294
| 3 | < Z-Score ≤ | 4 | 1.5 26 7038 1 1 34

Z-Score > | 4 | 2 5 13 2 1 2652 1 4 952 2 1 3 133

AVQI 0.208 0.5 1 0.201 0.203 1 1 0.201 1 1 0.2 0.5 0.241 0 0
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Using the data attribute value quality index (AVQI), the structured data value quality index
(SDVQI) was calculated as follows:

SDVQI =
∣∣∣∣∣1− 57190.1

39682

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.441. (12)

The SDVQI of the Delhi Weather dataset used in the empirical study was 0.441, which indicates
that the degree of data value quality was not good (SDVQI is less likely to have errors as it approaches
0). The data quality efficiency measurement value (DQEM) are shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Data quality efficiency measurement results.

Division Data Quality Efficiency Measurement Value (%)

Value (accuracy) error rate
(
1− 15 ×100,990

15 ×100,990

)
× 100 = 0.0

Attribute extraction using geometric mean
(
1− 13 ×100,990

15 ×100,990

)
× 100 = 13.333

Data value quality index calculation model
(
1− 13 ×100,990

15 ×100,990

)
× 100 = 13.333

The DQEM for each data quality diagnostic model was calculated for 15 attributes from the Delhi
Weather dataset using Table 6 criteria. The model of the value (accuracy) error rate performed data
quality diagnosis for as many data records as possible per 15 attributes. This resulted in low-efficiency
measurements when there were a large number of datasets or records. On the other hand, the attribute
extraction model using geometric mean and the data value quality index calculation model had the
same value of DQEM at 13.333%.

4. Discussion

Digital information volume is growing at a rapid pace, and companies are focusing on securing
artificial intelligence (AI) technology to enhance competitiveness. Machine learning, a key technology
in artificial intelligence, is a method via which computers acquire high-dimensional characteristics
through self-learning of data. This requires continuous high-quality big data in order to raise
accuracy. It is proven that securing high-quality big data is an important asset in enhancing corporate
competitiveness. This study presented a structured/unstructured data quality index calculation model
(DPNS). The quality index for each data attribute was calculated using the attribute value quality index
(AVQI). When the AVQI value was 0.0 or more, it was considered that the probability of error was
high, shown as 13.333% from the experimental result of attribution using geometric mean and the data
value quality index calculation model (Table 12).

However, as can be seen in Table 9, from the attribute extraction experiment results using the
geometric mean, the experimental result value calculated using the attribute list with error possibility
and the attribute extraction model was 0.297 (weight value ≥ 0.1). As can be seen from the experimental
results, the degree of data value quality of each attribute could not be evaluated (Table 11). As can be
seen from the experimental results of the attribute data value index (AVQI), it is helpful for quickly data
profiling the data value quality index for each attribute. It is possible to evaluate its data quality using
data attributes extracted from the experimental result value (as the experimental data value approaches
1, the quality of data worsens). It is important for data quality to evaluate whether it is suitable for the
purpose of use from the user’s perspective. Therefore, it is very meaningful to present the attribute
value quality index (AVQI) for this. In addition, it is expected to confirm the data quality of a single
table using the structured data value index (SDVQI) with the attribute value quality index (AVQI).

In this study, the SDVQI was calculated using the attribute value quality index (AVQI). As
unstructured data are increasing, it is expected that the calculation of the unstructured data quality
index will be helpful to determine the usefulness of unstructured data. In the future, we plan on
completing the data profiling model using neural network and statistical analysis (DPNS).
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